BECOME INSPIRED. COMMIT TO CHANGE.

Do you believe in the leadership of survivors of violence? Do you value that immigrants not only deserve human rights, but also a voice in our communities?

Since our early days of creating safe spaces for young women escaping violence—a radical notion in the 1970’s Latino neighborhoods of Chicago — Mujeres Latinas en Acción identified collective leadership as a way to challenge cultural and systems of oppression.

In 2020, we are committed to demonstrating Latinas as Leaders — in Chicago, in the State, and at the forefront.

We invite you to sponsor our 2020 Voces Unidas Luncheon, Mujeres Leading the Way. Become inspired and commit to 2020 as a year of change.
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

PRESENTING SPONSOR | $40,000
2 tables of 10, VIP seating | Prominent screen ad | Presenting recognition on website and social media | Presenting recognition on promotional material | Presenting recognition in annual report and press | Opportunity to promote items and display company banner at event

PLATINUM SPONSOR | $25,000
A table of 10, VIP seating | Prominent screen ad | Recognition on social media | Recognition on promotional material | Recognition in annual report and press

GOLD SPONSOR | $10,000
A table of 10, VIP seating | Prominent screen ad | Recognition on social media | Recognition on promotional material | Recognition in annual report and press

SILVER SPONSOR | $5,000
A table of 10, VIP seating | Prominent screen ad | Recognition on promotional material | Recognition in annual report

BRONZE SPONSOR | $3,000
A table of 10 | Prominent screen ad | Recognition on social media

YES! We will sponsor Voces Unidas 2020

☐ Presenting Sponsor - $40,000
☐ Platinum Sponsor - $25,000
☐ Gold Sponsor - $10,000
☐ Silver Sponsor - $5,000
☐ Bronze Sponsor - $3,000
☐ Table of 10 - $2,000
☐ Individual Tickets - _____ x $200

Company Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________________
City: _______________ State: _______ Zip: ______
Phone Number: _____________________________
E-Mail:___________________________

Please return completed form by Friday, February 7, 2020 to gzamora@mujereslat.org.
You may also mail with payment to:

Mujeres Latinas en Acción
Attn: Gil Zamora
2124 W. 21st Place
Chicago, IL 60608

Please call 773-890-7663 for additional information

Thank you for your support!